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OPTIMIZING THE ALLOCATION OF COUNT DAYS IN A MIGRATION 
MONITORING PROGRAM 

L1 THOM ·\ . , G1::.01+R1::'t R. G1- u PEL, NADA\' NL R, A o GRA TB LLARD 

Abstract. Many migration monitoring station~ cannot operate on every d.t] of the migration period . In this 
paper. we used migration count data from l\\O stationc., (Point Reyes Bird Observatory fall migration and Long 
Point Bird Obsen atory spring migration) to examine the relationship bet\\CCn the proportion of count days 
(frequency of sampling) and the statistical power to detect long-term population trends. We found that power 
to detect trend'> at a 'iinglc station declined at an accelerating rate as the frequency of sampling decreased. 
Stations that operate on one or l\\O day'> per \\CCI-- are unlil--ely to detect changes in abundance for most species 
that would be \\ell monitored at higher sampling frequencies. The effect of missing counts can be mitigated to 
some extent h] the choice of sampling design (method of allocating count da1s O\ er the migration period). We 
compared a number of candidate designs and found that s; stematic sampling \\as the most accurate. although 
.,tratified random sampling ma1 be preferred 1n situat1om \\here little is kncrn n about the pattern of migration. 
Desigm that clump count days together. such as sampling only at weekends, .,hould be avoided because adjacent 
count days tend to duplicate the same information . 

Key Word\ · avian migration monitoring. population trends. power analysis . -,ampling frequency. suney dc
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One of the principal objecti \CS of songbird 
migration monitoring ts to determine \\hether the 
abundance of birds arri\ 111g at a monitoring station 
has changed over time. To achieve this. birds are 
surveyed at the station on as many days as possible 
during the migration season. A number of survey 
techniques may be employed (including mist net 
ting). depending on the characteristic" of the loca
tion. Rcgardles., of the sLtr\e) method med. the daily 
count are cornerted into annual indices or abun 
dance, and population trend. arc e. timated from the 
annual 111diccs by regression. The use or count data 
to monitor migration in this way has been reviewed 
elsewhere (Dunn and Hu-,sell 1995, Dunn in prc.,s). 

At most of the larger migration monitoring -.ta
tions tn orth America (e g. Long Point. Point 
Rey cs. and Manomet bird ob1.,crvatOJ ie1.,), counts take 
place on es..,cntially e\ er) day or the migration sea
son However. many ..,mailer stations are conc.;trained 
by funding or by the availability of volunteers and 
cannot operate every day. Gaps 1n the daily counh 
result, which introduce additional variability into 
the annual index estimates, and in turn reduce the 
ability of the station to detect population trends. This 
additional \ariabiltty 11., called "sampling \ariance·· 
and is a function of the "frequency of sampling" (the 
proportion of day on which counts take place) and 
the "sampling design" (method of allocating count 
days over the season). In this paper, we address two 
questions: ( l) To what degree can gaps in the count 
data reduce our abilit; to detect long-term trends'? 
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and (2) Can the eff ct of gaps be minimi1ed by the 
choice of an appropriate sampling design? 

To answer these questions. we ui.,ed data from 
two stations \\here monitoring occurs continually 
throughout the migration season: Point Reyes and 
Long Point bird obsen atories. By analyzing the 
pattern of countc., in these "complete" data setc.,. \\e 
could estimate the sampling \ariancc that would 
arise from different frequencies of sampling and 
sampling de-.igns. The t\\ o observatories differ in 
the Ctn ironment or the station..., the methods or data 
collection. and the -.pecic-. seen. In addition. we used 
fall data from Point Reyes and spring data from Long 
Point. We reasoned that. by uc.,ing very dtlTerent da
tasets. any similarities in the results between stations 
would be of more general applicability to other mi 
gration monitoring c.,t.ttions in North America. This 
doe1., mean. ho~ ever that \\ e cannot interpret an) 
differences in results bet\\ecn the data seh as being 
due to differences between stations. since they could 
also b due to differences between season . 

The ability of a monitoring program to detect a 
given trend can be measured using the concept of 
·•statistical power." Statistical power is the prob
ability of getting a significant re. ult in a statisti
cal hypothesis test, given that there is an effect 
(i.e .. trend) of specified magnitude (Cohen 1988. 
Gerrodette 1987, Ne mac 1991. Steidl and Thomas 
200 I). In the context of avian population monitor
ing, the Monitoring Working Group of Partners in 
Flight have proposed that a successful monitoring 
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program is one that has a 90 £ff chance of detect
ing a 5()<* decline in a species' population over a 
25 year period (Butcher et al. 1993: 199). Thus. the 
importance of gaps in the count data can be asse..,..,ed 
b; quantifying the impact of sampling frequency on 
the statistical power to detect a population change of 
thi.., magnitude. To do this. \ve estimated stati..,tical 
power to detect a SOCK population change over 25 
year for sampling frequencies ranging from one to 
seven days per week. We assumed that count days 
are selected at random, that the statistical test u<>ed to 
detect trends i a linear regres..,ion of annual indices 
against time, where annual indice.., are the mean of 
the log-transformed daily counts. and that the test 
v.as '>tatistically significant when P ~ 0.05 . 

At monitoring station. that do not operate ever; 
day. there is often some flexibility in the way that the 
count days can be allocated through the season. A 
number of familiar sampling designs are di'>cussed 
in <.,tandard textboob on sampling (e.g., Cochran 
1977), such as simple random, stratified random. 
and '>) stematic. These design., vary in the ea'>e v. ith 
v.hich they can be implemented, and in the sampling 
variance of the resulting annual indices. To quantify 
the differences in sampling variance that could be 
expected for migration monitoring, we computed the 
"design effect" of a number of candidate sampling 
designs, over a range of sampling frequencies. The 
design effect is the ratio of (I) the sampling variance 
obtained from the candidate '>ampling design divided 
hy (2) the sampling variance obtained from simple 
random sampling at the '>ame ... ampling frequenc; 
(reference in Cochran 1977:85). De'>ign effect'> of< I 
indicate an improvement in preci..,ion over random 
sampling, and the design v ith the lowest de'>ign ef
fect should be preferred by thme de..,igning monitor
ing programs. all other factor'> being equal. 

This paper is aimed at tho-,e de-,igning a migra
tion monitoring program at a single '>talion. We do 
not consider the trade-off between th frequency of 
sampling at multiple station'> \er-.u-.. the number of 
stations that can be sampled. The solution to this 
problem will depend in part upon the variability 
betv.een stations, which is not well known for mi
gration monitoring. A treatment of the topic in the 
context of extensive sur eys such a the Breeding 
Bird Survey is given by Link et al. ( 199-l). 

METHODS 

0\TA Us1 D 

Data from Point Reye-. \\,ere collected at the Palomarin 
Field Station in coac.,tal California uc.,ing con<;tant-cffort 

mist netting (\CC DcSantc amt Gcupel 1987 for detail\ or 
the field method\) . We used fall migration data collected 
hct\\CCn Augu"t 18 and ovcmbcr 26 (I 0 I days) in the 
1cars 1980 to 1992 ( 13 1car'>). The field protocol calls for 
20 fixed nch to he pl<1ccd for 6 h each da) during the migra
tion period. making 120 nct-h in total. Howc\cr. inclement 
\\Cather and other C\ cntualitics sometimc\ prevented the 
protocol from bctng followed : the mean percent or day\ 
\\hen no neh were set \\a'> .+.7/year. and the mean net-hour-; 
for the remaining days was 110.7. Our analyses required a 
complete data set, so we substituted for the mis'>ing value 
on days when no nets were run the mean of the count'> 
from the prc\ious t\\O days and the next two days. We 
\tandardized all daily counts to the total nC\\ birds banded 
per 120 nct-h. 

Long Point i'> a pcnin'>ula on Lake Eric. Ontario. There. 
a combination of ... tandardized transect countc.,. unstandard
ized netting. and casual oh'>en ation'> \\,ere used to produce 
a daily e\timated total of each bird '>pecics present at the 
monitoring '>talion (sec Dunn et al. this volume a, for a full 
description of the method of data collection). In thi" paper. 
\\C used c.,pring migration data from the tation at the tip 
of the Point. collected between 1961 and 1993. Of these 
data. \\C excluded years "1th an} mi\sing counts. lca\ 
tng 16 1car-,: 1963. 1967. 1971 1972. 1975. 1978. 1980. 
1982 1985. 1987. 1989 1990. 1992-1993. The '>easonal 
liming of data collection varied bet\.\<een year'>. \\ith a mean 
..,tarting date of April I 0 and ending date of June 13. gi\ ing 
a mean of 65 daily counts per year. 

I laving derived daily counts from each <,talion. we 
treated both datasets identically. At each \!<Ilion. we chose 
migration pcnod.., -,cparatel) for each '>pccics using a pro
cedure ..,i mi lar to that of 11 U\scll ct al. ( 1992 ). as follcrn. "· 
hr'>l. we excluded count" in the fir\t or la...i two weds of 
the data collection period., that were c.,cparatcd b) morc than 
four days from any other count 1n any other year. Then \\e 
selected start and end date., so as to cncompas-, the middle 
I.), r ol Ja).., 011 \\,h1d1 the speLie.., \\<h lt:LllllkJ . Tll -,im 
pl1fy the comparison ol sample design.., ('>cc bclc)\\ ). we 
further truncated the data \uch that all migration periods 
at the '>alllc station began on the same day of the week. and 
\\ere an integer number of \vcck" in lenJth . 

After the selection of migration pcriodc.,. '>pcc1cs with 
a mean dail) count over all )Car.., or less than 1.0 \\,ere 
C\cluded from the analysi-.. Thi" criterion \HIS nccc..,sar} 
hccausc the 111cthod" \\,C used to estimate trends arc kncm n 
to be unrcliahlc for specie" \\ ith low abundances (sec 
DI USSIO ). The counts were then log-tram.formed (af
ter the adding 0.5 to all count\. to prevent taking the log of 
a zero count). Annual indices \\ere calculated as the 111ean 
of the Jogged count\. 

To better undcNand our re-..ults. \\,e performed a 
number of de-,cripti ve anal) scs of the log-tranc.,formed 
count data for each species at each station. We \tudicd the 
frcquenc1 distribution of the counts. and the distribution of 
counts through the migration period. We also plotted .. cor
rclograms." which sho\\ the correlation between counts 
taken in the same \Ca..,on against the number of days the 
counts are 1.,paced apart. Correlation bet\.,een counh taken 
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in the 1.,amc season is known as "'autocorrelation." The de
gree of autocorrelation ha-. important implications for the 
optimal choice of 'iampling de.,ign. a1., is di'>CU'>'>ed belO\\. 

All of the analyses dc-.crihed here \\ere performed U'>ing 
SAS for OS/2 version 6.10 (SAS In-.titute 1993). 

h1r0Rr \'>CF or S \\1PL ING FREQLL NC' 

For each -.pccics, we calculated the power to detect a 
50% change in annual indices over 25 year under the null 
hypothesis of no change a-. 

pO\ver = I - <1>(1 "1 1 • I+ <1>(- I "1 1,, . ) /~ / .l') ) I 72-t/ ,i') 

where t,.i,_,, denotes the tth quantile of the noncentral t-di'>
tribution. given dl degrees of freedom and the noncentral
ity parameter r5. and <D(r,J

1
) i-. the cumulat1\e di-.tribution 

function of the appropriate noncentral t-distribution. evalu
ated at x ( emac 1991 ). Thl: degrees of freedom \\Cre 23 
throughout (number ot year'> over which we hope to detect 
the 50% change - 2). and u.. was set at 0.05. The noncentral
it)' parameter was calculated as: 

8= (~ -0) 

~(.( , + s~""I'). ss , 
\\herl: 13 is the slope of the log-linear rcgre-.sion line under 
the alternate h:rpothe-.1-. (501;} change in population -.i1c 
O\Cr 25 years is a -.lope of 0.277 on the log o.,calc). S. 
I'> the SUl11 Of square!\ or the year V<lriahle (w hich, With 25 
year-. nl cont1nuouo., data. is 1.300) )',' 1s the ,·ariancc l)f 
the annual indu.:c-. that i-. unexplained h)' the rcgrcs-.ion line 

\\hen there arc no gaps in the daily count data, and S ~""' 
io., the additional \ariancl: due to 1111ssing counts (1.c., the 
ampl1ng \ariancc). WL estimated <( for each species 

at each station as the mean square error from the Ii nea1 
regression or annual indices against year. We calculated 
st<7ti'>tical plrner at e\en I •\el-, ~ors;. . a. umin!! 1.,amplin!! 
frequencies or one to sc\en days per week and a simple 

Simple random , ... 

Proportional stratified random 
with 1 week strata 

Optimal stratified random 
with 1 week strata 

Weekending 

Systematic 

Proportional stratified random , ... 
with one sample per stratum (st1) 

... 

... 

random sampling design. At a sampling frequency of seven 
day-. per week (i.e .. no gap'> in the count data),.)_~"''"= 0. At 
the other six levels of sample frequency, wa-, calculated for 
each <,pccic'> a" the mean '>ampling variance over all years 
of count data. The calculation of the sampling variance for 
each year, as1.,uming a simple random design. is outlined 1n 
the next -.ection. 

At each station, we calculated the 'iampling variance for 
the sampling design-. for each 1.,pecics and year and over a 
range of <;ampling frequencies. We then calculated the de
sign effect of each \ampling design for each species at each 
... ampling frequency as (I) the mean sampling variance over 
years for the '>ampling dc-,ign divided b)' ('2) the mean '>am
pl111g \ariancc for random 1.,arnpling at the ..,ame sampling 
frequency. The sampling designs are explained below, and 
arc 'ihown diagrammaticall} in Figure 1. The '>ampling 
frequencies used and the method of comparing sampling 
de-.igm. are described at the end of this section. 

In '"simple random sampl111g, · our ba1.,eline design. the 
number of count days 11., fixed. but their location in the sl:a
son is chosen at random. The variance of the annual index 
in a -.ingle year wa.., calculated a" 

. s· (,\ -n> 
I ----

rm.i -
/1 

,\' 

( ochran 1977. formula 2.8). where S' i'-> the variance of 
the log-transformed Jail)' count.. ,\ i1., the number of days 
in the migration period and /1 i!'> the number of days on 
\\ hich count\ took place. 1 Jen:, II = frequency or sampling 
pe1 week " /7 

In '"stratified random 1.,L1mpling." the -.ea-.on is divided 
into -;trata and the sample con-;ists or count day" randomly 
... clcLted from\\ ith111 each ... tratum. For simplicity. we cho-.e 
to u-.e cqual-slll' ... trata or one week. We u ... ed t\\ n diffcrL'nt 
methods to allocate sample da)'" \\ ith1n strata: "proportional 

...... ... ...... ... ... 

... ... ... ... ...... , ... ... , 

... ... ... , ... ...... ... 

...... ...... ...... ...... 

... ... ... ... I ... ... 

... ... ... ... , ... ... 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

8 15 22 29 

Day 

FIGURE I. A -.chematic repre1.,entation of possible sample allocations under si\ different sampling design-.. Vertical line-. 
represent the sampling trat.t for each design. 
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allocation" and "optimal allocation." Jn proportional al
location, the proportion of count days is the same in all 
strata. Because strata were all the same site. the number of 
sample days was the same in each stratum. In optimal al
location, strata in which the daily counts are more variable 
are given a greater frequency or sampling than strata with 
relatively homogeneous counts. With equal-size strata. the 
overall sample variance is minimized when the count days 
arc allocated as follows: 

s,, 
11,,=11-1-1-

L" 
h I 

(from Cochran 1977, formula 5.26), where n is the total 
number of count days, n" is the number of count days in 
<,lratum h, and sh is the '>tandard deviation of the log-tram.
formed daily counts in stratum h (h = 1 .. /-!). Becau'>C the 
timing of migration varied between species and years, no 
one allocation of count days could be optimal for all species 
in all years. We thu. constructed a compromise allocation 
scheme at each monitoring station such that the number of 
count days in each stratum was proportional to the mean 
of the optimal allocation for that stratum over all years 
and species. When the compromise allocation of count 
days was non-integer, we U'>Cd the neareo;;t integer value, 
unless that value was 1ero, in which case we used one, or 
\>.tis greater than seven, in which case we used seven. For 
both stratified random designs, the 1.,ampling variance was 
calculated as 

v =-1-f s~( v,, -11") 
'"'" H

2
" 111,, ,, 

( ochran I 977. formula 5.6), where II is the number of 
... trata (number of wecl-.s). /\/" I'> the stratum s11c. n,, 1., the 
number of count days, and S'" is the variance of the log
transformed daily counts in stratum h. 

In the "weekending" design, counting 1s concentrated on 
two consecutive days each wee!... o formulae arc available 
to determine the sampling variance of the annual indicc<, 
under such a de..,ign, -,o we calculated the variance empiri
cally. At a sample lrequency of two days per week. there 
were <,even possible sample allocations for each year. each 
subsample consisting of day i, i+l, i+7, i+8 . i+I..+. i+IS .... 
where i = l .. 7. We calculated the annual index from each 
subsample, and used the variance of these seven indices as 
an estimate of the sampling variance. t higher sample fre
quencies, additional counts were randomly located during 
each week, and we used 50 subsamples at each level of i to 
calculate the sampling variance. 

Jn "'<,y<,tematic sampling," the sample con'>ists of a fixed 
number of count day., <,paced at regular intervals through
out the sea. on. The sampling variance is 

v =~.s" _ k(11-1) s2 
''' V N "" 

(Cochran 1977. formula 8.1 ), where S' and N are defined a-. 
with random sampling, k is the interval of the count day-. 
(e.g .. when sampling on alternate days, k = 2), /1 i-. the 

number of count days and s,: .. is the mean within-sample 
variance. Herc, 

II= Ii.. 

and 

where .l' ,, is the /th log-transformed count in sample i, and 
_1',. is the mean of the log-tramformed counts in sample 
i. To simplify the calculations, we removed the last few 
counts when the migration period was not an integer mul
tiple of the count interval (k). In these cases, we used the 
'>amc data to calculate the sampling variance for random 
sampling when determining the design effect. 

Systematic sampling is often compared with ·'propor
tional stratified random '>ampling with one sample per 
stratum·· (st]) because the two designs differ only in the al
location of samples within strata (Fig. 1 ). Tn st 1, the stratum 
size i<; equal to k and one sample is drawn from each of the 
11 strata. We calculated the variance for the st I design using 
the <;ame data as for systematic sampling and the formula 
given above for stratified random sampling. 

We compared the sampling designs in two groups: ( 1) 

proportional stratified. optimal -.tratificd, and weel-.ending, 
and (2) systematic and st I. In the first group, we calculated 
design effech at all 111tcger ... ampling frequencies from t\\O 
to '>ix days per week (two days per wee!.. being the mini
mum for the weekending design). In the second group, we 
calculated design effect., at all integer count intervals from 
k = 2 (sampling every other day) to 7 (once per wed). 
which gave <;ampling frequencies of 3.5, 2.33, 1.75. 1.4, 
1.17. and 1 day per week. For both groups. we performed 
the comparison using a repeated-measures analysis of vari
ance. with specie.., as the '>Ubject and <,ampling dc-.ign and 
sampling frequency a-. the within-subject factors. Because 
de.,ign cfkct is a ratio measurement. all comparison-. tool-. 
place on the log scak. and were then back-tran ... l'o11ncJ to 

the arithmetic scale for the presentation of results. 

RESULTS 

A total of 38 species was obser ed at the Point 
Reyes station in fall, and 8 I al Long Point in spring. 
Of these, six species occurred with a mean count of 
1.0 bird/I 20 net-h or greater during the fall migra
tion period at Point Reyes and 46 species had daily 
count of l .0 or greater during spring migration at 
Long Point. For these more common species. there 

was considerable variation in the distribution of 
the log-transformed daily count (Fig. 2). Most of 
the species with low mean counts had very skewed 

distributions, with a majority of zero counts and a 
few days when many birds were seen. Species with 
greater mean counts tended lo have less skewed d is

tributions. Some differences were also ev ident be
tween stations (Fig. 3). Species at Long Point tended 
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Point Reyes Bird Observatory 
WEFL 
RCKI 
HETH 
GCSP 
WAVI 
GCKI 

Long Point Bird Observatory 
WTSP 
WCSP 
SCJU 
YSFL 
LEFL 
AMRO 
SOSP 
BRCR 
RCKI 
COYE 
MYWA 
SAVS 
LISP 
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RBGR 
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SWSP 
YWAR 
BAOR 
RSTO 
HETH 
GRCA 
BRTH 
EAWP 
FISP 
GCKI 
W WR 
SWTH 
YBFL 
REVI 
AMRE 
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HOWR 
WIWA 
CSWA 
VEER 
YBSA 
TRFL 
DCCO 
SCTA 
BLBW 
FOSP 
NAWA 

BTNW 
VESP 
CIMA 

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Log (count + 0.5) 

7 8 9 

FIGURE 2. The mean (hlac.:k dot), median (X), and range (horizontal line) of log-transformed daily counts for 52 c;;pecics 
at two migration stations (sec key to species codeo., in Appendix A) . 

to <;how greater variability in log-transformed counb 

(larger standard deviation), and have more skewed 
distributions than at Point Reyes. 

The timing of migration varied between spe

cies, but the pattern of counts was similar for most 

species at both stations, showing a rise from low 

counts to a period of high counts and then a drop-off 
(Fig. 4). There were, however, distinct differences in 

the pattern of autocoJTelation between the stations 
(Fig. 5). Species at Point Reyes tended to show an 
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FIG RE 3. Boxplots showing the distribution of four sta
ti'>tics that describe the log-transformed daily count'> for 
-.ix species at Point Reyes Bird-, Observatory (PRBO) and 
46 species at Long Point Bird Observatory (LPBO). The 
vertical lines shov. the median, the emh of the box "ho~ the 
inter-quartile range. and the horiwntal lines sho,.,, the range. 

approximately linear decline in corre lation between 
counts with increasing separation between count days. 
A few species at Long Point showed the same pattern, 

but the majority showed a sharp drop in autocorrela
tion so that the median correlation between counts 
spaced three da) s apart wai.; close to Lero. A noted 
previous I), these differences could be due either to 
differences betw en stationi.; or between seasons. 

IMPORTA CE OF SAMPLING fRLQ ENCY 

Statistical power declined at an accelerating rate 
with decreasing frequency of sampling for all spe
cies (Fig. 6). At Point Reyes, median power declined 

from 0.78 at a sample frequency of seven days per 
week to 0.59 at a sample frequency of one day per 
week. At Long Point. median power dec lined from 
0.60 to 0.28 over the same range of sample frequen

cies. 
The overall rate of decline differed between spe

cies, with some showing little effect of decreasing 
sampling frequency (e.g., Golden-crowned Kinglet 
[scientific names and key to four-letter codes in 
the Appendix] at Point Reyes; Slate-colored Junco 
at Long Point) and others being strongly affected 
(e.g., Hermit Thrush at Point Reyes; Chestnut-sided 
Warbler at Long Point). pecies little affected were 
general!) those with low power e en at high sam
pling frequencies, while those <.,trongly affected 
tended to have good power at high sampling frequen
cies (Spearman·s rank correlation bet\.\een rate of 
decline in power and power at a sampling frequency 
of seven days per we k: r, = 0.89, N = 6, P = 0.02 
at Point Reye!'> Bird Obscnatory: r = 0.26, N = 46, 

P < 0.00 I at Long Point Bird Observatory). 

C0\11'\RI';()'\, 01 \\11'1 I (, 01 <;I(, s 

There were con-,istcnt differences in design effect 
(and therefore in -.ampling variance) among -.arnpling 
designs. These differences were '>tatistically sig
nificant for both group-. of sampling designs at Long 
Point. but not at Point Reye'> (Table I), although the 
-.ample site was lo\\ at the latter station (six species). 
Averaged over all sampling frequencies, optimal strat
ified sampling had the lowe-.t design effect in group 

I, and . ystematic wa-. the lowest in group 2 at Long 
Point (Table 2). Although direct comparisons b tween 

all sampling designs are not strictly appropriate, since 
the tv.o groups \\Cre mea<.,ured at different i.;ampling 
frequencies, it is clear that weekending perform d 
very poorly (i.e., had the highest design effect), and 

the systematic de'iign the best (i.e., had the lowest 
design effect; Table 2). Average design effects were 
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FIGURf- 4. Change in dail) counts O\er time at two migration monitoring stations. Lines ~how wcd.ly mean \pooled across 
years) of the log-transformed counts during the migration period for each of '>ix species at Point Reyes Bird Obscn atory 
(fall migration) and 46 spcuc., at Long Point Bird Observator) ('>pring migration). 
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FIGURE 5. Autocorrelation between daily counts at two migration monitoring stations. Thin solid lines show the mean 
correlation over year<., between log-tram.formed count'> for each of six species at Point Reyes Bird Ob. en atory and 46 spe
cie. at Long Point Bird Obsenatory. The thick dashed line shm~.., the median of the species correlation .... 

similar among sampling de. igns at Point Reyes. and 
were not significantly different (Table 2). 

There were also statistical ly significant effects of 
sampling frequency on design effect, and interactions 
between sampling frequency and sampling design 

for both groups of sampling designs at Long Point 
(Table I). The interactions are sho-w n in Figure 7 
(lower panel). For the group I designs, weekending 
performed very poorly at a sampling frequency of two 
days per week. and wa the only sampling design to 
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T-\llt r I. Rr SL LIS or Rt Pt \Tr D- 11 ·\SL Rrs ANOV A ns 1 01 1111· '>L 1 1 m POT111 sis Tll \l DI stc.'> 1 r rrcT \\ .\S 1 llt.Pr"DI "'1 01 · 

'>AMPI ING Dl'Sl(;N .\ D S.\MPI l\/G I RH.)L I NCY A'I rwo Ml(iRATION J\101\l IORl\/G STATIONS. 

Point Reye'> Long Point 

Fac101 df p ur F p 

Group I: 
Sampling de-.ign 2. 10 1.37 0.30 2, 90 112.61 <0.001 
Sampling frequency 4, 20 l.15 0.36 4, 180 112.04 <0.001 
Sampling <lc-.ign x sampling frequency 8,40 l.52 0.18 8. 360 72.95 <0.001 

Group~: 

Sampling design I. 5 2.24 0.19 I, 45 44.92 <0.001 
Sampling frequency 5, 25 0.70 0.63 5. 225 58.25 <0.001 
Sampling design x sampling frequcrlC) 5, 25 0.43 0.83 5. 225 4.76 <(l.001 

\o/n lk"gn cllccl mca,urc' 1hc 'ampling \anancc of a sampling dc,ign relali\e to that ol random '<tmpling. Rc,ron'c \anablc '"1' the lng-1ran,formed tlt:\lgn 

clle.:1tor6 'rec1cs al Point Reye' Bird Ohscnatnr~ and ~6 'pcc1e' at Long Po1111 Bird Ohsenaltlr). Group I design' Lproport1011al 'trat1lie<l r.1ndt1111 \\Jiii I \\eek 

'lrcJta. optimal s1r;111Iied random\\ i1h I \\eek strata, \\Cckending) \\ere le tcd .it 'amplinl! f rcquencies of 2 \ ~. 5 and 6 da)' per\\ eek. Grnup 2 <lc,1gn' (sy,1cma11<.". 

prnport1onal 'lrallhed random with I 'ample per 'tratum) \\Crc tested at 'am piing lrcquenLJcs of I. I 17, I ...I. I 7~. 2 \~. l ~ da)' per" eek. The s.1111pilng de'l);I1' 

arc defined 111 lhe text. 

have a higher sampling variance than simple random 
'iampling (1.e., design effect> 1.0). At higher sampling 
frequencies weekending improved. becoming similar 
Lo the proportional stratified random design. Optimal 
tratified random ampling 'Aas similar to the propor

tional de'iign at low sample frequencies, but improved 
as the frequenC)· of sampling increased. For the group 
2 designs. both systematic sampling and st/ impro\ed 
with increasing frequency of sampling, hut in an er
ratic manner such that they were quite similar at a 
sampling frequency of 1.75 days per week (k = 4). but 
not 'iimilar at other frequencies. 

At Point Reye<; (Fig. 7. upper panel). the \\Cck
ending de'iign 'ihowed the ame pattern or conver
gence' upon the proportional . tratified design with 
increasing 'i<.llnpling frequcnc . but. unliJ..e Lon!! 
Point. lite optimal design and proportional designs 
were ve1) similar at all frequencies of sampling. The 
st 1 and systematic designs 'ihtl\\ed no consi'.'-tenl 
pattern,. For clarity. error bar'i were not shown on 
Figure 7, but they were very wide for all de'iigns at 

Point Reyes. due to the low number of species in the 
analysis. 

DI CUSSION 

Some reader-. v, ill be di appointed to see that. 
e\en when there arc no gaps in the count data. the 
median po'Aer to detect a population change or 'iO'k 
over 25 years 'Aas 0.78 for the fall migration data 
from Point Reyes and 0.60 for the spring migration 
data from Long Pomt. This falls short of the goal 
sugge1.,ted hy the Monitoring Working Group of 
Partners in Flight (9()<,,, chance of detecting a decline 
of this magnitude: Butch r ct al. 1993). Ho"A'ever, 
a number of cmeats 'ihould be made regarding our 
pl)Wcr analysis. and we begin the d1'ict1s"ion h~ 

pointing these out. The'ie limitations affect the le\el 
of power assigned to each species when there are 
no gap<; in the count data: they do not greatly alter 
our main results regarding the relationship bet\\l?en 
stati'itrcal pO\\er and sampling frequency, which we 

T,\lll r· 2. Gt 0\1l·TR1c "tr A. · rn stG. 1.n H 1 s r OR r t\"f s \\IP! t!\G m ·srG. ·s AT rwo s 1 'no-..;s. S\1 \l tr R rn·str. r r 11 CJ s 
l!\DICA!I S/\.l\lll·RS\\.11'11. 1\ARl.-\."CF(RHATl\LTOR\ DUMS\Ml'll'-.G). 

Design PRBO LPBO 

Group I: 
Proportional stratified random v.ith I week ~trata 0.69 A 0.77 B 

Optimal "!ratified ran<lom with I \\eek strata 0.69 A 0.75 c 
Weekending 0.72 A 0.87 A 

Group 2: 
Systematic 0.67 B 0.62 E 
Proportional stratified random with I sample per stratum (~ti) 0.66 B 0.70 D 

\/01t•.1. Means were calcu lalcd over 'ix specie' al Po1111 Reyes Bird Obscnator) (PRBO) and 46 species :111.ong Po111t Bird Observatory (l.PBO). 

and O\Cr fi,e sampling frequencies tor Group I and \IX sampling lrcquenc1cs lnr Group 2 \ aluc' in a column \\ 11h the 'amc le1tcr' \\ere not 

'igniticantl) different 1n paired compari,on of mcans frnm a repealed· mca,urcs ANO\ A for c.Kh group\\ 1th 1<1g-1ran,formetl design cllcu a' the 

response variable and design and "1111pling frcqucnc) as lac1or' (Bnnferroni t-le,ts \11th C\pernnentw1sc u = 0.05). 
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discuss next. We finish by discussing the comparison 
of sampling designs. 

L1M1TATIOM OF Till Powu~ A \I' sis 

Our '>tUd) was not designed as a rigorous 
evaluation of the ahi lity of the two momtoring 
stations to detect population trends. To treat all 
species at both stations in the same manner, and to 
make the ana lysis tractab le, we made a number of 
simplifying assumptions. Thus, a number of C<.l\eats 
should be made regarding our results. 

First, we assumed that population trends could be 
estimated using a linear regression of annual indices 
against time on the log scale. However, fo r many spe
cies the indices do not conform very closely to the as
sumptions of a linear regression model. A number of 
other statistical models of trend could be used (such as 
non-parametric modeb or empirical smoothing, with 
different error models: Gerrodette 1987, Thomas and 
Martin 1996, Thomas 1997), \\hich would almost 
certainly produce different estimates of power. In 
addition, we calculated annual indices as the mean 
of the logged dail) counts. However, much of the 
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FIG RE 7 Dc-.1gn effect of fi ve -.ampling dc-.1gm. n\cr a range of ..,ampllng frcqucncie-. al l\\O m1gratmn monitoring 
'>tat1on-. . f.ach line i., the geometric mean dc..,ign effect for the '>ampling dc-.ign mer \IX ..,pccic.., at Point Rc}C'> Bird 
Ob-.cr\'ato1-y and ..J.6 ..,pcuc.., at Long Point Bird Obscnatory. mailer de.,ign effects indicate smaller sampling \ariancc 
(relative to random sampling). Sec Appendix A 101 key to specie.., codes. 

day-to-day variation in counh may be attributed to 

environmental factor'> such as v. ind direction and 
phase of the moon. Multiple regression approaches 
can be u-,ed to correct for these factors (e.g., 1-lu:-.sell 

et al. 1992. Pyle et al. 1994 ). -which can lead to less 
variability in the trend estimatt:s (Pyle et al. 1994) 
and increased power to detect trends. 

The second caveat regards the selection of data. 
Our method of selecting a migration period for each 
species was designed to exclude data collected dur

ing the period when the species was not migrating. 
and also to produce migration periods that were an 
integer number of weeb in length. Our criterion of 

excluding species with mean dail; counh of les-, 
than 1.0 wa-, de~igned to minimize the bias associ

ated with adding a constant to the daily counts before 
log transformation ('lee below). All such criteria arc 

arbitrary in nature. and differences among analyst 

will undoubtedly lead to different data being selected 
and thus to different estimates of power. 

Third, we estimated power at onl; one magnitude 
of trend (50"< over 25 ;ears). Statistical power 1s 

dependent upon the size of trend. number of years 
of monitoring and significance criterion ("a-level") . 
Thus. even species with IO\\ pov..er using our crite
rion will show a statistically -,ignificant trend if the 
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FIG RE 8. Relatiomhip bet\\.ecn absolute estimate of trend anu 'ilatistical pO\\.er (l'-axis) and mean log-tram.formed count 
(x-axis) at t\\.O migration monitoring stations. pec1e.., that were excluded from our analysis (i.e., with a mean count of less 
than 1.0) are plotted with an open circle; those that were included arc plotted wnh closed circles . A cubic spline (tension 
parameter 0.75) has been added to illustrate the pattern. 

rate of change is steep enough, if there are enough 
years of data, or if the significance criterion is raised 
to greater than the customary level of 0.05. In addi

tion, our analysis used two-tailed tests for population 
change, while the Partners in Flight criteria only re

fer to population decline . . If we were not interested 
in detecting population increa e. then one-tailed 
tests could be u ed, which 'Would result in higher sta

tistical power (Genodette 1987, Cohen 1988, Steidl 
and Thoma 2001 ). 

Lastly, we should emphasiLe that statistical 
power is a measure of the preci . ion of an estimate, 

assuming that the estimator is unbiased. In other 
word , we assumed that the annual indices, on aver
age, reflect the true patterns of population change in 

the specie · they measure. There are two reasons why 

this may not be the ca ·e. Firstly, the estimate of trend 
will be biased if the proportion of the population that 
is counted varies with population size (see Sauer and 

Link this l'Olume). The proportion of bird counted is 
often called the detectability, and cannot be measured 

directly from count data. Dunn and Hussell ( 1995) 
review the factors that may lead to differences in 
detectability in migration monitoring, and Sauer and 
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Link (this volume) show the statistical consequences. 

The second possible source of bias in the trend is the 
statistical procedure used to derive the estimate. In 
this case we added a constant before log transform
ing the counts. This is known to bias trend estimates 
(Link and Sauer 1994, Thomas 1997), causing un
derestimates of the Sile of the trend and also decreas

ing the variance of the estimate. The bias is greater at 
low abundances, where the constant is large relative 
to the counts, and so tends to swamp out any natural 
variability. Thus low abundance species will tend to 

have artificially high estimates of stati . tical power 
(because the.se estimates are based on the variance of 
the trend estimate), when in fact the bias towards no 

trend means that there is little chance of detecting a 
change in population sile if one occurs. In our data, 

including all species observed at the two stations, 
there was a clear correlation between the size of 
species' trend estimates and their mean count, and 

bet\\een '>tatistical powa and mean count (Fig. 8). 
To control this bias. specie with low counts are 
usually excluded from trend analyses that involve 
log-transformed data (e.g., linear route regression 
analysis of the Breeding Bird Survey; Geissler and 
Sauer 1990). as we did in our analyses by excluding 
specie'> with a mean daily count of less than 1.0. Thi-. 
reduced the correlation between trend estimate and 
mean count. but the relationship between statistical 
power and mean count\\ il'> -.till quite strong at Long 
Pomt (closed circles in ig. 8). It is thus po'>sible that 
our estimate-. of power for low-abundance specie-. 
were oYerly optimistic. 

In conclusion. due to the limitation outlined 
above. we caution readers not to place too much 

emphasis on the actual levels of power a.,signcd to 
individual <.,pccies, e pecially tho-.e with lo\\ mean 
counts. Further research is required before we can 
evaluate the importance of these limitations for as
sessing the ability of the two stations to detect trends. 
We do feel, however, that our result-. regarding the 
variation in statistical power with <,ampling fre
quency are qualitatively robust to these limitations. 
Because sampling variance increases at an increas
ing rate with decreasing frequency of sampling. 
mi . sing count days will alway., be more important 
when the overall frequency of sampling i-. low. We 
discuss this further in the ne"\t <;ection. 

h1PORTA 'CL Or AMPLI G FREQL L C'r 

Gaps in the daily counts introduce sampling 
variance into the annual indice.,, which increases 
the unexplained variability about the trend line, 

and thus decreases the stati tical power. Our result 

show that power declines at an accelerating rate with 
decreasing sampling frequency (Fig. 6), due to the 
accelerating rate of increase in sampling variance. 
Hence, a few missing count days have little effect on 

the power to detect trends for these species, but the 
effect of additional missing days becomes greater the 
more there are. Species most affected tended to be 
those with highest power, that is, those that are the 

best monitored. 
We are reluctant to make general recommenda

tions about a minimum frequency of sampling that 
should be used. becau e much depends upon the in

dividual circumstance of each station. However it is 
plain from our results that frequencie .' of one or two 
days per week will likely lead to annual indices for 

most ..,pecies that are too imprecise to be able to de
tect large population trends if they occur. This is sup
ported by the recommendation in Hussell and Ralph 

( 1998) that sampling take place on at lea:t 75o/c of 
days \\ithin a species' migration windo\\. In addi

tion, if analysis methods that incorporate \\eather 
variables are to be used then a large sample of days 
i-. required to detect consistent effects (Fra11ci . and 

Hussell 1998). 

COMPARISO:'\ 01 Al\.IPL.l. "G Dl ·Slc."-<S 

Many of the diffrrence.s between sampling de
signs are explained by two feature'> of the data: the 
strong seasonality in counts for each species (Fig . .+), 

and the autocorrelation betwt.:en counts taken on days 
that an.: cto .... c to one another (Fig. 5). Seasonality 
favors .... am piing designs that leJd to counts being 

taken throughout the migration period; the e ''ill 
tend to consistently capture seasonal variation in 
counts and, because of this consistency. \\-ill have 
low <.,ampling variance. All of the designs we com
pared limited the number of count days per week (or 
perk in the case of systematic sampling and st/), and 
thus had low r -.ampling \ariances on ;ncrage than 
simple random sampling (i.e., average design effects 

<1.0). The autocorrelation between counts taken on 
adjacent days was relatively high (median= 0.3), and 
in most species decreased with increasing distance 
apart of count days (Fig. 5). Thu<; in the weekending 

de-.ign. with two count days per week, the count data 
collected on the second day of each "weekend" con
tained similar information to that already collected 
on th fir-.t day, making it le'>s efficient than the other 
design<;. At higher sample frequencies, additional 

random days were sampled during the week, and 
allocation of count days became similar to that of 

proportional stratified random sampling. 
Comparing the systematic and st 1 designs, 
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Cochran ( 1977:219- 221) has shown that systematic 
sampling will necessarily have a lower design effect 
than st J if the shape of the correlogram is conca e 
upwards. Many species in the Long Point spring mi
gration data set exhibited correlograms that approxi
mated this pattern, especially at four days between 
counts and less (Fig. 5). Species in the Point Reyes 
fall data set did not tend to show the same pattern, 
and systematic sampling did not appear to be better 
than st J, although the small sample size prevents us 
from making any strong inferences about differences 
between the de igns at this station. 

Overall, our result. indicate that systematic sam
pling should be pref erred over the other d signs if 
sampling variance is the . ole criterion. Systematic 
sampling also has the advantage of being easy to 
implemenl. However, three drawbacks of the de
. ign should be mentioned (see Cochran 1977 and 
references therein for details). The first i. that there 
is no reliable way of calculating the sampling vari
ance from the sample. Treating the data as if it came 
from a random sample will almost always result in an 
overestimate of the true variance. This is not a prob
lem in the current application because the variance of 
the annual indices does not need to be calculated lo 
estimate the variance of th trend estimate. Secondly, 
systematic sampling is very imprecise if the counts 
show a linear trend within the seas n. This could 
be a problem for migratory species with breeding 
populationr., at the r.,tation, because the abundance 
of birds will tend lo show a monotonic increase in 
the spring and decrease in the fall. However, many 
migration stations ur.,e only the number f new bird. 
captured in mi't net'- '\'- the dail _ r0u1lt (e . ~. Point 
Reyes), or attempt to exclude the resident population 
from analysis using other techniques (see Dunn and 
Hu sell 1995). We saw little evidence of linear trends 
in counts at either station in this stuJy (Fig. 4) . Where 
linear trends are suspected, the problem of impreci
sion may be avoided by making simple adjustments 
to the formula for calculating annual indices ("end 
corrections,"' Cochran 1977). Thirdly, systematic 
sampling can be very imprecise if the counts shovv 
regular periodic variation within the season. This is 
a potential problem at some stations, such as Long 
Point. where bird abundance at the station is thought 
to be related to the regular pa<.,sage of weather fronts. 
However, even without adjusting the counts for envi 
ronmental variables. we found systematic sampling 
to have a lower design effect than stratified random at 
Long Point. We thus suspect that imprecision due to 
periodic variation is unlikely lo be a major concern. 

Despite the higher expected design effects, strati
fied random designs have the advantage that it is 
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always possible to derive an unbiased estimate of the 
sampling variance from the sample. Because of this, 
stratified random de igns are often preferred when 
little or nothing is known about the distribution of 
the data being sampled (such a the possibility of 
periodic variation or linear trends in abundance 
within the migration period). In thi .· study, optimal 
allocation performed similarly to proportional al
location at low frequencies of sampling. where the 
constraint of at least one sample per <.,tratum made 
the two designs very similar. Even at higher frequen
cies. the optimal design was only slightly better. It 
appears that the optimal allocation for individual 
species were different enough to prevent the com
promise optimum allocation from providing much 
overall benefit. In addition, it should also be not d 
that a real-life implementation of the optimal alloca
tion formula would not ha e the true within-stratum 
variances to work with, but only estimates ba ed on 
previous years' sampling. We conclude that optimal 
allocation scheme<; are probabl) not v.orth the extra 
effort involved in their implementation. If a strati
fied random design is chosen, perhaps because little 
i'> known about the region being sampled, then we 
recommend a proportional '>Cherne over an attempt 
at optimiallion. 

Sampling only on two adjacent days (weekend
ing) produced the highest sampling variance of all 
the de<;ign. v.e compared. We recommend that if 
constraints are '>Lich that sampling can only occur 
on two days per week., then sampling one day in the 
weekend and once in the middle of the week should 
he encouraged. 

CONCLU IONS 

I. The frequency of daily sampling will likely 
have an important effect on the abilit) of a migration 
monitoring station to detect trends for "ome species, 
regardless of the statistical method used to calculate 
annual indices and trends. 

2. The effect of missing count da) s is not great 
when the overall frequency of sampling is high, 
but increases with decreasing sampling frequency. 

pecies that are well monitored (i .e., high statistical 
power) are more strongly affected than species that 
are not well monitored .. ingle station'> that operate 
on 1- 2 days per week arc unlikely to be able to de
tect large changes in the abundance of species that 
\vould be well monitored at higher frequencies of 
sampling. 

3. Of the designs we compared, systematic sam
pling (i.e., counting at regular intervals) performed 
the best for the Long Point spring migration data, 
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yielding the lowest sampling variance over a range 
of 'iampling frequencies. We had too few <.,pccie.., 
to tell whether the <;ystcmatic design \\as any better 
than the other.., for the Point Reyes fall data. but it 
did not appear to be \cry much different. There arc 
a number of problem.., associated \vi th systematic 
sampling. but these are unlikely to be important in 
the context of migration monitoring. Abo. a major 
ad\ antage of thi'> de..,ign is that it is ea'>y to i mple
ment. because the <;ampling days are regular and 
predictable (e.g .. every second day). 

4. Strati fled random <;ampling (i.e .. di\ iding the 
season into one \\eek '>trata and counting on random 
days within each week) yielded the next lowest sam
pling \ariance for the Long Point '>pring migration 
data. Proportional stratified random sampling (i.e., 
the same number of counts in each week) may be 
preferred O\er systematic <.,ampling under condi
tions where an unbiased estimate of the variance 
of the annual indices is requir ti. We al<.,o evaluated 
an ortimal allocation '>theme. v. hi ch allocated more 
'>ampling effort to weeks tn which the abundance of 
birds wa-. more variable. 1 his performed slightly 
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Yello1\ \\'arhkr (/)e11clmico ;ietecltiu) 

Che'>tnut-,ided Warhler (/) , 11ens1 ll'u11icu) 

J\lagnolia Warhkr (D magnolia) 

Care.: Ma) Warbler (I) 1igrim1) 

'r el]O\\-rumpcd Warbler(!). corona/a) 

Blad-throated Green Warhkr (D 111·eml 

Blad.hurn1an Warblc1 (/J. /i1.\rn) 

better than proportional allocation, but would be 
difficult to implement in practice and so i'> not rec
ommended. 

5. Sampling only at weekends produced the larg
e<;t estimates of\ ariance of the designs we compared. 
If the ...ration can only be open t\>.O day.., a \\eek. we 
recommend counting once at the weekend and once 
during the middle of the \\eek. 
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APPi 1>1 . Co 11 111> 

Code 

\\ P\\ \ 

·\MIU. 

CO'll 

\\!WA 

SCI\ 

RSTO 

CllSI' 

I-ISP 

1-:SP 

SAVS 

10<.;P 

sow 
I 1)1> 

S\\SP 

\\ I SI' 

\\CSP 

GC'SP 

SCH ... 

RHCiR 

Br\OR 

Palm \\arhkr (/J 11a/maru111) 

Aml'rican Rcd,tail ( \eto11hagu r111i< ii/a) 

Common Yclln\\lhrnat ((,c111/thp1' Inc/ta\) 

\\ J!,nn ', W,11hlt:r ( Wi/,0111111111,11/a) 

SLarkt I'ana!?L'r (/'inmga olil'<wcal 

I astcrn IO\\ hcc ( l'i11ilo c1Tlltm11tl1<1/11111') 

C'hirp1111.! Sp;11nm <'liw l'l/<1/''"·".,.11101 

rick! Sparro\\ <S /J1m//al 

Vl'S[lL'r Sparro\\ ( l'ooec<' /C\ g rc1111111e11') 

Sa\ annah Sparro\\ I I'm ' <'re 11/i" 'c111chl'ichc•m1') 

Io Sramm (!'a"aella tli<1cal 

Song Spa1Tm\ ( l/e/tJ111i::e1 m<'loclia\ 

l.111u1ln\ Sparrcm (If li11ctJ/11iil 

51,amp ~rarro\\ ( \/. ~e1n ~l!llllla) 

\\hue throatl'd Sparro\\ (/ontJ/l"lc lt1t1 alhico/Ji,) 

Wh1tc-cnmncd ~parrO\\ (Z IC'llCtJfllt/"\ \) 

Goldcn-crcrnncd Sparnm (/'. atricapil/a) 

DarJ.. -c) cd Junl'o (.}1111co hyemuli.1) 

Ro\c-hrcastcd GrosheaJ.. ( l'he11C th 111 /11c/01i<1a11111) 

Ball1111ore Oriole (/c1cru1 gulh11/a) 


